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CBS ContactsCBS CONTACTS

Graeme Southwood
07769 155 006
gsouthwood@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk

Jacqueline Cremin
07766 004 499
jcremin@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk

Laura Howarth
07923 259 867
lhowarth@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk

Mike Unsworth
07776 444 842
munsworth@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk

Richard Watson 
07825 957 510
rwatson@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk

Craig Niedzwiecki
07798 758 949
cniedzwiecki@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk

Michael Aldred
07719 531 529
maldred@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk

Adam Gilmore
07719 531 530
agilmore@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk

Field Operations Team Manager
Graeme Southwood
07769 155 006
gsouthwood@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk
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For operational and technical questions, please contact:

CET Helpdesk
0161 826 0000
help@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk

For assistance regarding best practice and a review of the vehicles that best fit your business objectives,
please contact your Operations Manager, using the contact map below.
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Introduction
What does a Scheme Co-ordinator do?

Welcome to the Toyota & Lexus Centre Staff Car Scheme. As a Scheme Co-ordinator you will be an integral link between 
the scheme and your Toyota or Lexus Centre.

This guide is designed to make the tasks associated with being a Scheme Co-ordinator easier to understand, implement 
and master. All aspects are covered in this pack, however, if you have any queries or require more information, feel free 
to contact the Scheme Helpdesk.

Arrange Orders

Once approved the quote will be ordered through your internal process.

Manage Quotes

Ensuring that quotes are provided to employees and that selected vehicles meet the used car criteria 
for your Toyota or Lexus Centre.

Help Promote

As a Scheme Co-ordinator you will receive marketing materials from the scheme to display at your 
Toyota or Lexus Centre. 
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Driver Guidance
What to advise your drivers

All employees that wish to join the scheme must be aware of the following points below. Your Toyota or Lexus 
Centre may have different or additional requirements for drivers. 

Eligibility

In order to take a vehicle on the scheme, all employees must have successfully completed their 
probation with their Toyota or Lexus Centre.  

Please Note: Employees who are currently filed as bankrupt are legally unable to enter into credit 
agreements under the terms of their bankruptcy. Employees serving an Individual Voluntary 
Arrangement (IVA) do not meet the credit worthiness criteria to participate in the scheme.

Road Tax and Insurance

The vehicle is taxed through your Toyota or Lexus Centre and is included for the duration of the 
agreement. For more information on how to correctly insure a scheme vehicle, see page 19.

Fines
As the registered keeper of the vehicle, all potential fines and Fixed Penalty Offences will be sent to 
Car Benefit Car Schemes Limited. Drivers' details are then passed onto the relevant authorities. It is 
then the responsibility of the driver to resolve the issue and/or pay the fine within the stated time 
period. In the event that the relevant authorities require Car Benefit Car Schemes Limited to pay 
the fine or charge, we will do so.  In other cases where the issue is not resolved, or the fine is time 
sensitive (e.g. London Congestion Charge or Parking Fines), Car Benefit Car Schemes Limited may 
also pay the fine or charge.  Where Car Benefit Car Schemes Limited pays for a fine or  charge the 
cost will be recovered from the related Centre. In turn, the cost will be deducted from the employee 
through salary deduction, in accordance with the Payroll Instruction Form authorised by the 
employee. Should the employee wish to exercise their right to appeal the fine, this can be taken up 
with the relevant authorities. In some cases, this can be actioned after the payment has been issued.

5
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Scheme Process

1. Quoting
To arrange a quotation for a vehicle on the Toyota & Lexus Centre Staff Car Scheme, please ensure 
that the employee in question has registered on www.tlcscs.co.uk. Once registered, follow the 
Quoting Guide on page 7 of this document.

4. Delivery
Please register the vehicle as follows:
Car Benefit Car Schemes Limited 04278-, 
The Barracks, 400 Bolton Road,
Bury, Lancashire,
BL8 2DA
After the vehicle has arrived, please notify the employee of available delivery and the registration 
number for the vehicle. Please note, delivery must take place at your Toyota or Lexus Centre.

2. Tagging an order
Vehicle Registration Process: All vehicles must be registered using the following:

RFO - 443313

5. Taxing and Insuring a Scheme Vehicle
All employees must obtain Fully Comprehensive Insurance for their new scheme vehicle. The 
scheme vehicle is taxed through your Toyota or Lexus Centre. The process must be completed using 
the Car Benefit Car Schemes Limited insurance certificate. If you require a copy of the certificate, 
please contact the Scheme Helpdesk.

6. Renewals
Employees will receive automated prompts before the end of their contract to arrange the order of 
a replacement vehicle. This process will be handled by the Scheme Co-ordinator offering a smooth 
transition to a replacement scheme vehicle.

3. Documentation
At the time the employee electronically signs the Credit Sale Agreement, a Payroll Instruction Form 
will also be completed, once delivery has been updated in Task Manager, this form will be available 
to download in your 'Employer Area' of the scheme website. Please forward the form on to your 
payroll department in order to arrange for salary deductions.
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Quoting Guide

01 | Log In

Log in to the secure website using your username and password.

02 | Navigate to 'New Quotation'

This can be found under the 'Employer' section.

03 | Select an Employee

To produce a quotation, you need to select the Cost Centre, which will filter the list of drivers. Next, select the name 
of the employee you are generating the quotation for under Main Driver. If the employee isn’t on the list, it means 
they haven’t registered on the scheme website. They must register before you can proceed. Then select the scheme 
for the contract term length if applicable, then proceed by answering the Driver Information questions.
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Quoting Guide Continued

04 | Select the Vehicle

Select the range, model, trim and vehicle derivative from the drop down boxes. The respective vehicle will then 
appear as an image. Please ensure the basic vehicle price is correct in the drop down box before you continue.

05 | Cost Options

The following stage allows you to select the paint type, colour and internal trim from the drop down boxes (and hood 
if applicable). Any additional cost options for the vehicle may be selected by using the scroll bar or by using the search 
bar provided (please comply with option validation instructions). Once complete press ‘Next’.

Please note, if you are on a bespoke choicelist, not all vehicles may be available to you. We suggest you contact 
your choicelist manager for more information. Alternatively, contact us on 0161 826 0000 or 
help@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk
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Quoting Guide Continued

06 | Employee/Employer Contribution

Once all vehicles and option details have been captured, a quote summary will be generated.  You should ensure all 
pricing details are correct and that all of the options have been loaded against the vehicle. 

Once you’ve verified the quote is correct, select ‘Finish Quotation’ and you will be redirected to Task Manager. 

Please follow Task Manager Steps going forward
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Electronic Signatures Guide

Important
Drivers will be sent their PIN by SMS which will enable them to electronically sign documents. It is 
important that we have a valid email address and mobile number for the electronic signature process to 
work correctly.

01 | Driver Dashboard

Log in to the scheme website as normal and navigate to ‘Driver’ and ‘Driver Dashboard’. This will open your Driver 
Dashboard. 

02 | Order Status

First select the ‘Agreement’ section. You can identify quotations awaiting your signature, as they will show as 
‘Awaiting Driver CSA Signature’ in the status column.
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Electronic Signatures Guide Continued

Once you have read your agreement, scroll to the Electronic Signatures area below the agreement. Next, populate 
your name, PIN (the 4 digit PIN will have been sent to your mobile phone by SMS) and your password (the same 
password you used to log in to the website) in the appropriate boxes.

If you have lost you PIN, simply contact us on 0161 826 0000 or help@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk for help. You will be 
required to answer your security question before your PIN can be reissued.

To sign your agreement, expand the quote using the expand icon       , this will open your agreement. 

03 | Signing Your Agreement

01

02
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Electronic Signatures Guide Continued

       

Next, click on the two signature boxes for CSA and PIF (and IFL & CBL signature boxes  if required) and click the Accept 
Agreement box. Finally click ‘Sign Agreement’ to complete the process. 

A notification will pop up in the top right of the dashboard to confirm that the signature process was successful and 
that it is now awaiting CBS Signature. 

CBS will get a notification message that you have completed your paperwork and they will get a prompt to complete 
this countersignature.  

SIGNING YOUR AGREEMENT CONTINUED

03

04
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Electronic Signatures Guide Continued

04 | Delivery History

Here you can download your signed agreement and all historic electronically executed agreements from the 
‘Delivery History’ area by clicking on the cog icon       then selecting ‘Download Agreement’. 

06 | Payroll Instruction Form (PIF)

Our electronic signature process automatically sends the completed Payroll Instruction Form (PIF) to your Scheme 
Co-ordinator.

05 | Order Summary

If you wish to view a summary of the quote, you can do so on any tab by clicking on the order summary icon     
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Task Manager Guide

01 | Authorise Quotation

Task Manager allows you to view information relating to your quotes and orders throughout every stage of the 
process. Task Manager has been developed by CBS in order to improve your quoting and ordering experience. 
Once you have completed your quote, you will need to go into your Task Manager where you'll be taken to the 
dashboard. You will have full visibility of the entire process, beginning at 'Authorise Quotation' all the way 
through to 'Suspend'.

Quotes to be authorised will be indicated by the number underneath the heading. For example, the number ‘16’ 
underneath the heading means that you have 16 quotes awaiting authorisation. You can select a quote and view 
the order summary, and then outstanding actions will show at the bottom of the page. You can either print or 
email the quote to the driver, and when you’re ready to proceed you simply select ‘Authorise’. We recommend 
an internal sign-off process and suggest that all quotes are authorised by an agreed, senior person within the 
business. If you choose not to progress this quote any further, select ‘Cancel’.

02.a | Confirm Costs

Once you’ve authorised your quote, it will move along to the ‘Confirm Costs’ section which will again be indicated 
by a number underneath the heading, meaning that there are actions outstanding. In ‘Confirm Costs’, you will need 
to check the pricing against your pro-forma invoice or consignment note to ensure that it matches. To check the 
pricing, expand the Order Summary section and check the ‘Vehicle Pricing Details’. 
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04 | Update Order & Delivery

Once CBS have received the signed agreement from the driver we will countersign the agreement, which will 
then enable you to confirm that the vehicle has been ordered by filling in the details required and clicking 
'Confirm Order'. You will then be able to fill in further details such as the vehicle registration number, VIN 
number, registration date and delivery date. If the car is not yet due for delivery you can simply fill in these 
details and click on ‘Update’ without confirming delivery. If the car has been delivered, enter the date and click 
‘Confirm Delivery’, you’ll then see a pop up box where you can check the details before confirming.  

Task Manager Guide Continued

02.b | Confirm Costs

03 | Awaiting Agreement

You can then select whether or not the vehicle is in stock, enter an Estimated Delivery Date, and ‘Confirm Costs’. 

Once you’ve confirmed costs, the agreement will be generated and sent to the driver for signing. The ‘Status’ will 
progress to ‘Awaiting Driver to Electronically Sign the CSA’ and once they’ve signed their Credit Sale Agreement, 
the quote will automatically move along to the next part of the process. 
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Task Manager Guide Continued

05 | Vehicle Delivered
Once you’ve confirmed the delivery, it will move across to the next tab. The driver will be contacted by your 
Driver Development Executive to confirm the delivery and registration details who will then progress the quote 
to the final stage. 

06 | Payroll Instruction Form

In this tab, you’ll be able to print all Payroll Instruction Forms (PIFs). You’ll be able to email or download multiple 
PIFs at the same time by selecting the box for those that you wish to print or email on the left hand side. This 
area will only display outstanding PIFs (those that haven’t previously been downloaded or emailed) in order to 
help you manage your outstanding actions. 
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08 | Delivery History

The Delivery History tab is a dedicated area allowing you to view information for a vehicle post-delivery, whether 
live or historical. Agreements that show in the ‘Suspend’ tab will also be here, you’ll be able to view a summary of 
the quote and all pricing details in this tab.

Task Manager Guide Continued

07 | Suspend

Under the ‘Suspend’ tab, you can view all live agreements, their settlement value and early termination fee. When 

you need to suspend the agreement, click on      and enter the suspend date, mileage and reason for suspension. 

Our finance team will then be notified and billing will be suspended. 
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Renewal Process

The new vehicle will be delivered to site. Please ensure that the employee conducts a
 pre-vehicle check during this point to ensure that no damage has occurred during transit.

The employee will be prompted to renew approximately 4 months before the end of 
contract with automated emails and SMS messages.

A replacement vehicle is then selected by the employee after reviewing the choice list. 
The Scheme Co-ordinator will then quote and once approved, order the vehicle.

The employee then completes all necessary documentation.

The delivery date is then confirmed for the new vehicle.

The current returning vehicle is assessed on-site for Fair Wear & Tear. Reconditioning 
costs for the vehicle are chargeable to the employee, however, this is at the discretion of 
the Toyota or Lexus Centre Principal/General Manager.

The current vehicle is returned to the Toyota or Lexus Centre to coincide with the delivery 
date of a replacement vehicle wherever possible.
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0161 826 0000 | help@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk | www.carbenefitsolutions.co.uk
Car Benefit Solutions, The Barracks, 400 Bolton Road, Bury, BL8 2DA

Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

Scheme Insurance,
the easy way.

For more information contact:

motorinsurance@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk

0161 826 0000

www.carbenefitsolutions.co.uk

Email Address:

Phone Number:

Website:

It is essential that insurance documentation clearly states the registered keeper and legal owner as shown 
above. This can be featured within any of the following documentation from your insurance company and is 
to be forwarded to:

motorinsurance@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk

• Insurance certificate
• Policy schedule
• Letter from insurance company or broker
• E-mail from insurance company or broker

Registered Keeper

Car Benefit Car Schemes Limited

User-Check

Legal Owner

Employee
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Toyota & Lexus Centre Staff Car Scheme
Helpdesk: 0161 826 0000
Website: www.tlcscs.co.uk
Email: help@carbenefitsolutions.co.uk

Car Benefit Solutions, The Barracks, 400 Bolton Road, Bury, BL8 2DA
Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority


